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WE ARE ALL SO PROUD TO PLAY
THIS IMPORTANT ROLE, LEADING
THE VACCINATION PROGRAM IN
PEEL.

T

Regulars

10

Message from CEO

Baldev Mutta
CEO, PCHS

his week, we mark
an incredible milestone with over 1
million vaccinations administered
in Peel Region. To
date, more than 68% of eligible
adults and 19% of youth 12-17
yrs. who live in Peel have received
their first dose! This milestone is
possible thanks to all of you who
have tirelessly given of your time,
expertise and amazing ideas.
Tens of thousands of hours and
have been dedicated to this effort
and we thank you for your dedication and commitment to the Peel
community.
We are all so proud to play this
important role, leading the vaccination program in Peel. We have
collaborated like never before,
broken down silos in our systems
and successfully partnered with
the healthcare and education sectors, community and social agencies, businesses, faith groups,
diverse communities, the media
and more.
Our innovative spirit has led us
to this point and will sustain us
as we continue to vaccinate first
doses and move forward with

younger age groups and second
doses. Continued initiatives like
our mobile clinics, targeted community pop ups, and Doses After
Dark will move us closer to our
goals and leave no Peel resident
behind.
Our next milestone, which we
expect to achieve in the coming
days or week will be the vaccination with first doses to 75% of the
Peel community. Stay tuned as
we can’t wait to share that moment with you.
As we work toward all these
important milestones, it remains
more important than ever that we
continue to work together to keep
each other healthy and safe. We
can’t do this without you – our
most important partners in this
tremendous effort. Please take
time for self-care and reach out to
supports if you need them.
As we continue this journey, we
look forward to coming through
the other side of this pandemic
and returning to a sense of normalcy. Thank you for all you do.
With our thanks and gratitude”

International Day Against Homophobia, Biphobia and Transphobia

H
Homophobia

can be defined
as ‘the fear, hatred, discomfort
with, or mistrust

HOMO
PHOBIA
is like racism and antiSemitism and other forms
of bigotry in that it seeks to
dehumanize a large group
of people, to deny their
humanity, their dignity and
personhood.”

of people who
are lesbian, gay,
or bisexual.’

by Aaishwari Chauhan

+
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LGBTQ2+ //

HOMOPHOBIA
Unlike earlier, individuals
who identify as lesbian, gay, or bisexual
choose to take pride
in their identity. They
wear their identities
on their sleeves and
clothes; in the choice
of their hair color and
hairdos and more! But
the unfortunate reality of
the day is that they may
experience harassment
or discrimination from
others for taking such a
bold stance. This harassment or discrimination is
mainly because some of
us, knowingly or unknowingly, are scared of or uncomfortable with ‘such
people’ since they aren't
considered ‘normal’ in
our assumption of what
‘normal’ should be.

UNDERSTANDING
THE LGBTQ
IDENTITY
SLGBTQ, LGBTQ2+,
Queer Community,
Rainbow Community
are terms used to refer
to those people who
identify as Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgender,
Transsexual, 2/TwoSpirit, Queer, Questioning,
Intersex, Asexual or

an ally of the LGBTQ+
community. This simply
means that these terms
may refer to anyone who
is non-heterosexual or
non-cisgender, instead
of referring exclusively
to people who are
lesbian, gay, bisexual, or
transgender.

THERE ARE SOME PEOPLE WHO
BELIEVE THAT HOMOSEXUALITY
‘DOESN'T EXIST’ AND SOME OTHERS
WHO THINK OF THIS AS ‘A DISEASE
THAT NEEDS TO BE CURED’
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In our society, disapproval of and non-tolerance towards

-MAY 17, 2021-

homosexuality is largely pronounced based on age, ethnicity,
geographic location, race, sex, social class, education, and religious
status.

WHAT IS
HOMOPHOBIA?

NEED FOR
AWARENESS

Homophobia can be defined
as ‘the fear, hatred, discomfort with, or mistrust of
people who are lesbian, gay,
or bisexual.’ In the South
Asian and many other
communities, such identities have been a matter of
controversy.

Discrimination against
LGBTQ people is not just
based on their gender
identity but also on their
sexual orientation. Be it
some religious institutions
that don't allow same sex
marriage to LGBTQ people
not being allowed housing in certain residential
complexes to companies
firing such people based on
their identity. Due to stigma
against them, LGBTQ people
are at a greater risk than
others of becoming victims
of coercive corruption where
they are threated or forced
to extort money or sexual
bribes. Such experiences
have forced the community
to speak out and speak loud
against homophobia and the
discrimination that stems
from it.

There are some people who
believe that homosexuality ‘doesn't exist’ and some
others who think of this as
‘a disease that needs to be
cured’.
Wikipedia mentions, ‘Recognized types of homophobia
include institutionalized
homophobia, i.e. religious
homophobia and statesponsored homophobia, and
internalized homophobia,
experienced by people who
have same-sex attractions,
regardless of how they identify.’ It is due to homophobia
that some people then use
foul or derogatory language
and resort to name-calling
to shame those who identify
as homosexuals. There have
been reports of bullying,
abuse, and physical violence
too against lesbian, gay, and
bisexual people.
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In our society, disapproval of
and non-tolerance towards
homosexuality is largely
pronounced based on age,
ethnicity, geographic location, race, sex, social class,
education, and religious
status. In a 1998 address,
author, activist, and civil
rights leader Coretta Scott
King stated that “Homophobia is like racism and antiSemitism and other forms

of bigotry in that it seeks to
dehumanize a large group of
people, to deny their humanity, their dignity and personhood.”

THE GLOBAL
MOVEMENT
While the LGBTQ groups and
their supporters have taken
to the streets worldwide and
participated in Pride Parades
in their respective cities. In
a unique initiative in August
2019, the Pride in London
community expressed
“solidarity with the LGBT+
community” by coloring the
crossings in rainbow colors
for the annual parades. The
first permanent crossings
were marked in Lambeth
and then in Royal Borough
of Greenwich. Most global
human rights organizations,
such as Human Rights
Watch and Amnesty International, condemn laws that
make homosexual relations
between consenting adults
a crime.
Another form of organised
resistance to homophobia is
the International Day Against
Homophobia, Biphobia and
Transphobia is observed on
May 17 every year since it
was conceived in 2004.

INTERNATIONAL DAY AGAINST HOMOPHOBIA,
BIPHOBIA AND TRANSPHOBIA
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unmarked mass grave at Kamloops Residential School.
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McCall MacBain Foundation

PCHS stands in solidarit y with Indigenous Children found in an

thank you

Every Child
Matters

PCHS Health Magazine

PCHS is grateful to

In April 2020, the McCall

the McCall MacBain

MacBain Foundation estab-

Foundation for making a donation to help

lished a one-time Emergency
Pandemic Response Fund, to
support the health and well-

us serve the com-

being of those in need during

munity and those in

this difficult time.

need.

PCHS is grateful and highly
appreciates this gift, which

The McCall

MacBain
Foundation, established

in 2007, aims to improve the
welfare of humanity by providing scholarships and other
educational opportunities
that nurture transformational
leadership, and by investing
in evidence-based strategies
to address climate change,

will be used to provide COVID-19 supports for the most
affected communities in the
Brampton region.
On behalf of the volunteers,
staff, management and the
Board of PCHS, we thank you
for your contribution towards
the community!

preserve our natural environment, and improve health
outcomes.
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Imposter
syndrome
Why do some high achievers
Oliver Jr
Cooper
My experience was
essential thing

feel like imposters?
If one area of their life is going very well, there is
a strong chance that they have worked hard to
get to where they are.

A

lthough someone could
be in a position where
they have achieved a lot
in one area of their life
or a number of areas, it
doesn't mean that they feel comfortable
with their current level of success. What
they may find, that is if they were able to
take a step back, is that it is as though
they are living a life that doesn't belong
to them.

ABOUT AUTHOR
Author, transformational
writer, teacher and
consultant, Oliver JR
Cooper, hails from
England. His insightful
commentary and analysis
covers all aspects of
human transformation,
including love, partnership,
self-love, self-worth, inner
child and inner awareness.

If one area of their life is going very
well, there is a strong chance that they
have worked hard to get to where they
are. However, what they have done and
continue to do won't have an effect on
how they feel.

AN ANALOGY
One way to understand what they are going through would be to imagine that this
person owns a very expensive car. But,
instead of being able to enjoy what they
have earned, they feel uncomfortable.

Column

By believing that they are unworthy and undeserving of what they have achieved, they are
likely to experience a lot of anxiety. If they were able to take a closer look into why this is,
they may find that it is due to their fear of being exposed.
HIDDEN
One may talk to some of the people in their
life about what is going on or they might
keep it all to themselves. If they do keep it
all to themselves, it could be because they
fear that telling others will set them up for
rejection.
This makes sense because, if they see themselves as a fraud, the last thing they will want
is for other people to find out. They could
also believe that if other people were to find
out, they would lose what they have worked
so hard to attain.

INTENSE PRESSURE

feel guilt and ashamed and lots of "negative" thoughts will run through their mind.
They can believe that, at any moment, a
police car will pull them over and charge
them for theft.mi ornare. Vivamus
tincidunt a nibh quis maximus. Curabitur
finibus elit vel elit dictum, volutpat accumsan nibh elementum.

<< R E C O M M E N D E D >>

By believing that they are unworthy and
undeserving of what they have achieved, they
are likely to experience a lot of anxiety. If they

were able to take a closer look into why this is,
they may find that it is due to their fear of being
exposed.
They could fear that, at any moment, someone
will find out who they really are and their life
will fall apart. In general, then, they could be
uptight and find it incredibly difficult to relax
and to just be.

ONE BIG BATTLE
To a lot of people, they can be seen as someone who is incredibly successful and highly
motivated. In reality, most, if not all, of their
drive, can be a consequence of their need to

THIS FALSE SELF WILL HAVE BEEN BUILT ON TOP OF
THEIR TRUE SELF AND THIS PART OF THEM WON'T
BE ABLE TO SOURCE ANYTHING FROM WITHIN.

A MISMATCH
As a result of the part that they have
played in how successful they are in at
least one area of their lives, they should
feel comfortable with what is going on.
To go back to the analogy above, they
will have earned a car and so they should
be able to enjoy driving it.
Nonetheless, it won't be possible for
them to accept that they are the "real
deal" and there is no reason for them to
feel undeserving or as though they don't
belong where they are. Naturally, being
this way is going to cause them to suffer
unnecessarily.

Whenever they drive this car, they will
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keep what they fear at bay - being
seen as an imposter.
Taking their foot off the gas and
taking the time to relax from time
to time can be seen as being too
much of a risk. All this effort can
allow them to achieve even more
success, which, of course, will increase their fear of being exposed
and seen for who they really are.

A MISERABLE EXISTENCE
So, regardless of how their life
looks from the outside, they are
unlikely to experience much joy or
happiness or to feel as though they
are on the right path. Those who
admire them - and there could be
a number of people that do - could
be very surprised if they were to
find out about this.

This false self will have been
built on top of their true self and
this part of them won't be able to
source anything from within. For
this reason, they will be dependent
on other people's feedback in order
to feel good and this is why they
have gone from a human be-ing to
a human do-oing.

A MACHINE
Unable to feel good by simply being, they will need to do things to
feel good. The problem is that due
to how they feel on the inside, the
feedback that they receive from
others won't go in.

The big question is: why would
someone experience life in this
way? What this can show is that
their early years were a time when
they were unable to develop a felt
sense of their own worth, among
other things.

Their need to avoid how they really
feel and to try to receive the attention, acceptance and approval
that they missed out on as a child
can be what provides them with so
much motivation. Still, this is not
to say that they will be aware of
this, and what can make it harder
for them to see what is going on
is that being extremely motivated
is likely to be valued highly by the
society that they are a part of.

BACK IN TIME

AWARENESS

Perhaps this was a time when they
were abused and/or neglected on
a regular basis. This would have
meant that they didn't receive
the nurturance, love and affirmation that they needed in order to
develop in the right way.

If one can relate to this and they
are ready to change their life, they
may need to reach out for external
support. This is something that
can be provided with the assistance of a therapist or a healer.

As they were ego-centric at this
stage of their life, what took place
would have been personalised. The
outcome of this is that they would
have ended up feeling worthless
and as though there was something inherently wrong with them.

THE FALL OUT

UNABLE TO FEEL GOOD BY SIMPLY BE-ING, THEY

What took place at this stage of
their life would have ended up being blocked out by their conscious
mind but they won't have been able
to truly put the past behind them.
To handle what took place, they
will have developed a false self.

WILL NEED TO DO THINGS TO FEEL GOOD. THE
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PROBLEM IS THAT DUE TO HOW THEY FEEL ON THE
INSIDE, THE FEEDBACK THAT THEY RECEIVE FROM
OTHERS WON'T GO IN.

PCHS Health Magazine

Reasons of gang
shootings in Punjabi
Community
Internalized racism, hyper-masculinity, system failure, cultural acceptance
of drug and violent behaviour, may be some of the reasons for deadly gang
shootings in British Columbia within the Punjabi Community.
Why do Punjabi young men from upper middle class get involved in drugs and gangs? This is the central question up for discussion.
Here are some of the reasons why gang violence within brown young Punjabi men is rampant in BC:

SYSTEMS ARE FAILING
The politicians, the police,
the community leaders, and
the judiciary all have failed
to curb gang violence in BC.
There seems to be a cosmetic approach to addressing this problem. A small
amount of money is invested
and nothing substantial
changes are seen as a result.
There is another discussion within the community
that seem to be emerging.
Is there a sinister plot to
discredit a hard working Sikh
community by having their
youth channel their grievances into killing each other
rather than being activities

for a positive change and
building a peaceful Canada?

MIDDLECLASS YOUTH IN
GANGS AND DRUGS
The question we need to
ask is why are middle class
Punjabi youth gravitating
towards drugs and gangs.
Why Punjabi youth and why
not other Indian or South
Asian youth. What is with
Punjabi youth and violence?
I do not have the answers
definitively but I can present
some problematic options
to consider. One just has to
look at the Punjabi songs
coming out from Punjab

which depict substance use
and glamorize guns. The
songs depict gangsterism,
glamorize ‘thug’ lifestyle with
cars, guns, violence and a
beautiful girl. Could culture
degradation may be to also
blame for the emergence of
gang culture in BC? Another
factor could be that the first
generation was busy in
establishing themselves in
Canada and their life was full
of struggle against racism,
prejudice and injustice. They
went to work and dulled their
pain and tiredness in alcohol.
There was not enough time
to learn the problems their
children faced in school. One

gang shootings
in our community
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of the biggest problems in
school was the oppression
of white racist structure
which demeaned them and
negated their cultural expressions. The racist education
considered them less than
normal and perpetuated a
sense where they may have
grown up with ‘internalized
racism’.

INTERGENERATIONAL
TRAUMA
The Sikh community has
experienced a greater oppression ever since its origin
and existence. Through out
history we have witnessed

BALDEV MUTTA
The author is Chief Executive officer at Punjabi Community Health
Services
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genocide committed against
Sikhs. The Sikhs tend to remember the ‘big genocide of
1762’, the ‘small genocide of
1746’, the constant persecution of Sikhs from ‘1739 to
1762’, the partition of India
in 1947, where Sikhs in large
numbers lost their lives, the
genocide of Sikhs in 1984,
the large scale extra-judicial
killings of Sikhs between
1984 and 1998, the influx of
‘chitta’ (cocaine) in Punjab
and its systematic destruction of young lives, the
large scale exodus of youth
seeking to migrate Punjab to
reside abroad as students are
all signs and symptoms of a
community who did not have
time to grieve, reflect and
reorganize. The signs for the
Sikh community are very similar to the signs experienced
by the Indigenous communities, alienation, rampant
substance abuse, internalized
racism, and violence.

TOXIC MASCULINITY
The Sikh community experiences a higher number of
deaths of its women at
the hands of their intimate
partners. No other South
Asian community has so
many women killed as the
Punjabi community except
the Tamil community from
Sri Lanka. In discussing with
their community activists it
has also become clear that
the Tamil community has
also gone through genocide
committed by the Sinhalese
government against them.
They may also be experiencing intergenerational trauma.
Does Punjabi culture develop
a hyper-masculine men who
are unable to get in touch
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with their feelings. Could it
be that the boys are brought
up ‘special’ and thus have an
exaggerated sense of entitlement? Does this exaggerated
sense of entitlement lead to
showing hyper masculinity in
forms of violent behaviour?
Is showing arrogance, anger,
money, status, girls, part of
this ‘heightened entitlement’?
Does our culture glorify
‘bravery’? Are these gangsters glorified by our youth?
How come Bindi Johal (a well
known gangster who was
killed by rival gang members)
is so well remembered by
youth?

WHAT MIGHT BE THE ALTERNATIVE?
Can we relook at child-rearing
challenges in the Punjabi
community? We may be doing not so bad job of rearing
Punjabi girls but we definitely
have not done a good job of
rearing our boys. Can we look
at childrearing as a task for
both parents? Can we also
look at that childrearing is
about spending time with
your children and not throwing toys at them? Perhaps, we
can look at realigning our lifestyles a little bit. The amount
of work and the long hours’
Punjabi men are engaged in
could be a topic for discussion. What does it do to their
minds and bodies? Is it one
of the reasons for excessive
alcohol use in the community
– ‘dull the pain of exhaustion’.
What are our politicians doing
– can we hold them accountable? It is not good enough
to come to a funeral and then
give lectures and disappear
and wait for the next youth to
be shot.

DEVELOP POSITIVE ROLE
MODELS
It is important to show case
positive role models. As a
community, we need to invest
in and show casing positive
role models in sports, music,
and other fields. We should
organize more activities for
youth where successful role
models can be interacting
with emerging youth. Parents
could also be role models for
youth and participate more in
high schools through volunteer activities.
I would like to conclude that
we have enormous goodwill
in our community and we
can channel it into addressing this problem. Let’s start
discussing it, understanding
it, and working collectively to
change it.

WE MAY BE DOING NOT SO
BAD JOB OF REARING PUNJABI
GIRLS BUT WE DEFINITELY HAVE
NOT DONE A GOOD JOB OF
REARING OUR BOYS. WE NEED
TO LOOK AT CHILDREARING AS
A TASK FOR BOTH PARENTS.
ALSO, CHILDREARING IS ABOUT
SPENDING TIME WITH YOUR
CHILDREN AND NOT THROWING
TOYS AT THEM?
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the benefits of

playing football
What makes soccer so popular?
It could be the easiness of play and set-up, the fact that it can
be played anywhere with a large, flat surface and requires
minimal equipment, in some cases just a makeshift soccer ball.
Andy Fish

T

he game of soccer, or
the original "football" is
one of the most popular
sports in the world. Unlike American football or
baseball, soccer is a sport that is played
all around the world by people of all ages
and background. What makes soccer so
popular? It could be the easiness of play
and set-up, the fact that it can be played
anywhere with a large, flat surface and requires minimal equipment, in some cases
just a makeshift soccer ball. Besides the
fact soccer can be played in nearly any
large, flat area, it is also inexpensive.
Soccer has made its way to North America and like in other wealthier countries
like those in Europe, the game of soccer
has become a great investment of time
and money. Kids of all ages play soccer
from age five up through high school and
college. Adult recreation soccer leagues
are also popular.
In U.S. and Canada, soccer is a popular
game to introduce young athletes to as
it's easy to learn and team camaraderie
is established. Soccer is more than an
activity for young children to use up all
their energy. The act of playing soccer
has numerous benefits making it great for
people of all ages. If you're on the fence
about participating in soccer, here are the
benefits of playing soccer:

self. Sure, you can practice shooting,
but without a goalie, the practice won't
be as beneficial. Soccer is a team sport
and requires one to effectively listen,
communicate with and obey one's
coach and teammates.
Soccer promotes social interaction,
which is very important for young
children. Verbal, comprehension and
decision-making skills are improved
while playing soccer which will help kids
as they become adults.

Research has shown that playing
soccer yields multiple physical,
sociological and psychological

players discipline and commitment to the team. This ability to
think about how one's attitude
and actions affect others and
putting others in front of one's
personal concerns and wants
groom kids into adults who
can better resolve conflict, be
good teammates, coworkers
and leaders. Being a part of a
soccer team will force players
to resolve differences, learn
compromise and make amends
for the betterment of the team.

SOCCER ENCOURAGES
TEAMWORK AND A GROUP
ATTITUDE

SOCCER GETS PEOPLE
TO STAY ACTIVE

As mentioned earlier, soccer is a team
sport, meaning each player is important
to the team's success. Every player
must work on the skills needed to be
the best player they can be in order to
help their team do well. Soccer teaches

Soccer is a favorite sport for
young athletes to get involved
in as it is a good way for them
to burn off all their energy. Beginning soccer is also great for
small children as the rules are

benefits.

Health & Fitness

SOCCER
is a team sport

and requires one
to effectively listen,
communicate
with and obey
one's coach and
teammates.

SOCCER ENCOURAGES SOCIAL
INTERACTION
One can't play or even have soccer practice, or at least a fun one, being by one's
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simple to understand and the players
can be constantly engaged.
Soccer is a good cardiovascular workout, requiring players to be actively
moving. The anticipation of blocking a
shot, intercepting a pass or making an
amazing shot on goal motivates players to run faster and harder than just
going for a regular run. Soccer can
indeed distract one from realizing they
are getting exercise, which makes the
game fun for those who would normally not be active or into fitness.
Both indoor and outdoor soccer require players to also get off the couch
and onto the field. The act of "getting
out" means less time laying on the
couch binge watching TV shows or
playing video games. The active lifestyle of soccer ultimately boosts one's
mood and attitude, improves one's
energy levels and mental health and
reduces one's risk of health issues.

SOCCER IS GOOD FOR ONE'S
HEALTH
Research has shown that playing soccer yields multiple physical, sociological and psychological benefits. Soccer
involves cardiovascular exercise
that strengthens the heart, improves
blood flow, lowers stress, strengthens
the lungs and tones muscles which
improves the functioning and correct
alignment of the skeletal system.
The sociological benefits of soccer
helps one better interact with others
and learn valuable skills like teamwork, dedication, responsibility and
conflict resolution. The exercise of
soccer lowers stress and improves
brain functioning and boosts one's
mood, making one happier.

SOCCER PLAYERS ARE
MORE LIKELY TO CONTINUE
PLAYING
Those who play soccer are more likely
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to continue living a healthy, active
lifestyle by continuing to play soccer.
Even as adults, those who grew up
playing soccer or who just started
playing soccer are more committed
to sticking to it than other forms of
exercise such as running. There are
multiple, possible reasons for this
including the "team" aspect of soccer.

SOCCER CAN REDUCE
STRESS, ESPECIALLY
AMONG MEN
Studies have shown that playing
soccer reduces one's risk of hypertension, cardiovascular disease and falls.
Similar studies have also concluded
that playing soccer and running yield
similar health benefits and mood enhancements. However, by participating in a soccer match resulted in less
stress than by merely running.
Men, in particular experienced more
worry when running than playing
soccer. Running is an individual sport,
with no team responsibility and less
camaraderie. By playing soccer, men
felt more motivated, involved and
happy. Soccer requires participants
to think about the next play as well as
their teammates, which leaves little
room and time for players to think
about their personal problems and
stressors.
Soccer is a popular world sport for
many reasons including its ease of
play and minimal equipment needed.
Researchers have indicated that there
are many other benefits of playing
soccer including social interaction,
teambuilding, an active lifestyle and
improved physical, mental and emotional health.
Regardless of your age or playing
abilities, there are soccer clubs and
activities available in nearly every
community. Simply sign up and stop
by your local soccer equipment store
to get the ball, cleats and shin guards
you need.
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It is a great idea to discuss the Magic Relationship Ratio with those around you. If we could
understand and implement this concept into our relationships, they will surely improve.

// RELATIONSHIPS

The Magic
Relationship
Ratio

POSITIVE
interactions could be
bringing someone
coffee, giving them a
compliment, asking

• Mahum Ahmed

H

ey there! Have
you heard of the
Magic Relationship Ratio? It is
truly the key to
healthy and happy
relationships. The Magic Relationship Ratio is very simple. It states
that the ratio to maintain peace in
professional relationships is 1:3.
Personal relationships require a
ratio of 1:5. This means that for
every one negative interaction you
have, it takes five positive interactions or feelings to neutralize the
situation and restore peace.
Negative interactions can be present in many ways. It could be an
argument, an upsetting comment,
or the lack of acknowledgment.
Think about the times when you
had a negative interaction with
those you share different relationships with. What did that look like
in the workplace or at school? In
your personal relationships, what

On the other hand, positive interactions are situations that leave
us with a positive sense of social
and emotional wellbeing. Positive interactions can be present
in a variety of ways. It could be
expressing interest and affection,
validating, and appreciating the
other person, or having lighthearted conversations. Specifically, positive interactions could
be bringing someone coffee,
giving them a compliment, asking
how they are doing, or apologizing
after a negative interaction. The
possibilities are endless. Think
about your personal and professional relationships. What are the
things that make people around
you happy and feel appreciated?

PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS
One negative interaction needs five positive
interactions to restore peace
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how they are doing,

are the range of things that leave
you with a negative feeling? Negative interactions or feelings often
leave us feeling disappointed,
frustrated, upset, or sad.

1:5 1:3

or apologizing after a
negative interaction.

It is a great idea to discuss the Magic
Relationship Ratio with those around
you. It will help communicate and
understand things that we count as
negative and positive interactions. If we
could understand and implement this
concept into our relationships, they will
surely improve.

PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
One negative interaction needs three
positive interactions to restore peace
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ACTIVITY
Make a list of negative and positive interactions for both professional and personal relationships. Share this with your family and
friends to implement and see how mindful positivity can improve relationship satisfaction.

Negative Interactions

Positive Interactions

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.
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help is here
PCHS in COVID-19

How PCHS
is supporting
communities?
Despite working remotely, PCHS
team identified the necessity to rise
to the occasion, stand strong with
our people and actively took up the
challenge of catering to the ever
changing needs of the community.
Text by Aaishwari Chauhan
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grocery to extending mental health and family
support - PCHS continues to reach out to the
community more actively than ever before.

I

t was on March 11, 2020, when the World Health
Organization declared the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak a global pandemic. At that time,
little did the world know what was in store for it. We
didn't know what to expect and we couldn't predict
the end of this outbreak. Soon enough, people were laid off,
and family incomes shrunk. While skepticism was on the rise;
mental, physical, and emotional health of our people started
declining. Every day was a new learning about what can one
do to avoid the virus. Myths and fake news started doing the
rounds. Some played the devil's advocate only to keep those
accountable under check.

During this time, the role of a non-profit organisation like the
Punjabi Community Health Services (PCHS) became more important than ever. Despite working remotely, PCHS team identified the necessity to rise to the occasion, stand strong with our
people and actively took up the challenge of catering to the
ever changing social and emotional needs of the community.
For those who are tested positive for COVID-19 and/or need
isolation support, PCHS helped helps make the necessary
arrangements. From supporting the community with transportation to referrals to isolation centres, delivering meals and
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PCHS acknowledges that the health and
welfare of our community members, employees and volunteers is its primary concern. And
hence, driven by provincial and public health
agencies, PCHS has implemented safety policies to ensure that it continues to deliver primary care support and community outreach.
To educate the community about COVID-19
and the vaccines, PCHS has started a monthly
newsletter in South Asian languages including
Hindi, Punjabi, Arabic and Urdu that is curated
by renowned doctors. This has become an
important tool for raising awareness in the
community and is been shared widely by the
community members too. A consistent social
media campaign was kick started by the
team and on an everyday basis, PCHS upload
picture, audio and video posts in multiple
languages so as to better penetrate the South
Asian community network.
Language barrier and hesitation to get a test
are some of the reasons why the South Asian
community refrains from getting tested for
COVID-19 despite an exposure or feeling
symptoms. To address this, PCHS set up
helpline numbers 416-605-6134 and 416-5795942 to help community members book an
appointment for the COVID-19 test. During this
time, PCHS representatives provide information about the available dates and time slots
and assist the person calling with booking an
appointment.
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We are here to
support you
If you have COVID-19 and you are required any of the following services
please contact us
For those who can’t selfisolate at home, PCHS
supports the Region of Peel
in promoting the voluntary
isolation housing available
for its residents. The Region’s
COVID-19 voluntary isolation housing has come as a
welcome relief to South Asian
community members who
don’t have enough space at
their residences to self-isolate
and to international students
who are living in crowded
households. This effort helps
break the circuit of the spread
of the virus in the community.
PCHS continues to encourage
the community members to
get vaccinated by setting up
pop-up clinics, recruiting the

youth to extend support to
the people coming to get vaccinated and extending mental
and physical health support,
when needed, after the vaccination. As of May 2021, approximately --- people from the
South Asian community have
been vaccinated due to the
efforts of PCHS alone and/
or in association with other
agencies.
You too can reach out to
PCHS if you need help. For
more details, visit www.pchs4u.com. For any assistance
or support, reach PCHS' team
on 416-605-6134 and 416579-5942 or email support@
pchs4u.com

SERVICES OFFERED
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personal Protective Equipment
Delivery of groceries and hot meals
Income support
Support with safe and designated isolation centres
Support with mental health
Transportation Assistance

DR. PUNEET KAUR DHILLON
Communicatons and Research Analyst
PCHS
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PCHS COVID-19
vaccination drive
PCHS is proud to play an important role, leading
the vaccination program in Peel
If you have COVID-19 and you are required any COVID-19 related help please
contact us
Phone: 416-605-6134, 416-579-5942
Email: support@pchs4u.com
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PCHS Media
Shaping your thoughts
Our Shows
The Purple Tales
Weekly Punjabi News
InterGen
News & Views
Parchol
Khari Khari
Community Connection

For information about programs and their schedule please visit our website at www.pchsmedia.com
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QUOTES FROM NURSES AT THE
COVID-19 ISOLATION AND
RECOVERY CENTRE
PCHS OBSERVES //

Nurses
week
2021
• Ansjyot Kapoor

F

rom March, 2020 to now,
nurses in Ontario and across
the world have worked in the
forefront of the COVID-19
pandemic. The National Canadian Nursing
Week takes place every year from May
10 – May 16 and falls on the same week
as Florence Nightingale’s birthday, May
12. National Nursing Week celebrates and
recognizes the tireless contribution of
nurses to the community. This week also
sheds light upon many contributions of
nursing and increases “awareness of the
public, policy-makers, and governments”
(CNA, 2021). This year’s theme for Nursing
Week is #WeAnswerTheCall. Throughout
the COVID-19 pandemic, nurses have
adapted and persevered with courage and
resiliency. The nurses across the world
have stepped forward and continue to
play an important role in the community,
regardless of a risk to their personal safety
and health.
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JOSEPHINE, RN
“It is with GREAT HONOUR and GRATITUDE to be serving our community during
these critical times as member of the
PCHS team here at the COVID-19 Isolation
and Recovery Centre. It is amazing to see
that we have become a happy and caring
work-family, and with that feeling in our
hearts, we in turn are able to provide great
care to our patients. The strength and
expertise of PCHS leaders is abound and
shows through the seamless processes
established here at the PIRC. Thank you
for this opportunity PCHS!”
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HARVEEN, RN

KIRANJOT, RPN

“It is with great honor & gratitude to be serving the people who need help in pandemic.
I am feeling so blessed to be part of this
organization. Thank you so much for giving
me the opportunity!”

“I am lucky to be a part of PIRC. I am thankful
to PCHS for giving me opportunity to be a part
of this amazing team in this unprecedented
times. I am happy to serve my community in
this difficult times. I can’t thank you enough to
PCHS management and our manger, Ansjyot,
for being supportive always”.

JIGNASHA, RN
“Working at PIRC has been an amazing experience for me. I feel proud about how nurses
from different background and organizations
came together. [Due to the] seamless effort
of the management team, [they were able
to] build a facility to serve actual need of the
community during this unfortunate time of
pandemic. Thanks to PCHS for giving me an
opportunity to be a part of it”.

MANVIR, RN
“Working at PIRC has been an amazing experience! The team is amazing and friendly. I
have made new friends that are going through
similar times as a nurse. It feels good to be
able to help those isolating and recovering
during this pandemic”.

MANDEEP, RPN

“PCHS is a great organization that helps
people with several resources. Even in this
pandemic, PCHS has stepped forward and
helped people get through the touch time. I
feel so proud to be a part of this organization.
Working as a nurse at PCHS feels like another
home. The work environment is so friendly
and staff appreciation is a main part of
meeting. Staff feels free to share their ideas
to improve client care and those ideas have
been heard and implemented. [Through this
experience], learned a new meaning of serving
the community as a nurse. I wish for PCHS to
keep serving the community for a long time
and I will remain a part of it”.

JERUSHA, RN

AMANPREET, RPN

ANU MANEESH, RPN

“From my time at PIRC [PCHS Isolation and
Recovery Centre], I have enjoyed working
here. The staff are amazing and friendly and
welcomed me! I truly feel like a part of a team!
I also feel proud to serve my community during this difficult time”.

“I am blessed by God to be a part of PCHS.
The staff working here is so friendly. I learnt
so many new things and gained experience
working in the pandemic. Feeling proud to
serve the community in this difficult situation”. –Amanpreet, RPN

“I would say I am blessed to be part of PIRC.
The nurses who work vigorously in this crazy
period deserve the family, stress free environment of PIRC. Proud to be a part of it”.

SABRINA, RPN

AMANDEEP G, RN

“I am blessed to have the opportunity to work
with PCHS. It is a great time to serve the community. We have a great team of nurses and I
enjoy working with them. I would like to thank
the management and Ansjyot for being supportive and understanding. Thank you!”

“Without a doubt, working at PIRC has been
a light amongst all the chaos. The team at
PCHS is extremely friendly, supportive, and
resourceful. Working at PCHS has helped me
to provide the best care for my community in
a supportive and caring environment”.
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ERICA, RN
“I am thankful to be part of PIRC. The team
of leaders together with the Nurse Practitioners and fellow nurses working during these
unpredictable times. We have become a work
family and as such have been able to provide
great care to all of our patients and families
that stay with us. Thank you for this opportunity PCHS”.
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TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO
AVOID THE RISK OF GETTING INFECTED FROM
COVID -19

COVID-19
RESOURCES

Getting the

VACCINE

WEAR A MASK

Details about COVID-19 vaccination
program run by the Government

WASH YOR HANDS PROPERLY

USE SANITIZER

CLICK HERE

Visit

STAY AT HOME IF POSSIBLE

VACCINE AFTER CARE
FACTSHEET
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VACCINE MYTHS AND
QUESTIONS

COVID-19
SAFETY
TIPS!
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Women

Elements of
a properly
fitting Bra


KULWINDER PABLA
647-219-5752

You should know that it is important to keep in

www.gkcustommadebras.com

mind the following when you purchase a bra
Click Here to Register

THE CUPS

THE BAND

THE STRAPS

1.

1.

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

The cups should fit all the way
around each breast.
The cups should keep the breast
inside the cups.
The cups should support the breast
comfortably while performing everyday activities.
There should not be any skin rubbing
on skin below the breast, this causes
chafing.
The wires, if any, should encircled
the breast mound and not poke, pull
or protrude.
The cups do not need to be padded
or made from stiff fabrics in order to
support.
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2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The band should be wide enough to
hold the cups in place without being
too tight.
The band should fit snugly enough
as to engage the tension on the bottom elastic.
The bra band should not ride up at
the back.
The band elastics should not roll up,
or dig into the rib cage.
The centre front should sit on or very
nearly on the breastbone.
The band provides the support in a
bra, along with correctly fitting cups.
If you have a latex allergy, the band
should contain only latex-free
elastics.

2.
3.

4.

5.

The straps should be comfortable
without twisting or digging into the
shoulders.
The straps should not fall off the
shoulders.
The straps should be adjusted to
hold the breasts at a comfortable
height.
The straps are not designed to support the weight of the breasts; the
are designed to keep the
upper half of the cup in place against
your upper chest.
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Relationships

Solitude

The best thing to hold
onto life is each other

-Ananya Dhoundiyal-

• Ibneet Kapoor

R

elationship is
a beautiful gift
to be cherished forever.
It should be
planted with
love and cared for throughout with nutrients like care,
trust, understanding and
the most important of all
– communication. Good
communication plays an
essential role in building
healthy relationships, it not
only helps in convey the
message but also makes
one feel connected to their
partner.
Lately, social media has
been affecting relationships
tremendously and taking cell
phones to bed is the worst
practice to indulge in. Going
to bed at night is the time
when partners need to relax
and have conversations
about how their day went,
discussing some events
or plans or just sharing
something. “We” time loses
its meaning leading to fights
and arguments.

a person starts comparing
their lives to those seen on
Facebook, Instagram and
Snapchat, which might feel
pleasing to look at but may
not always be true.
Studies prove that the mere
presence of a cellphone
when two people are talking
interferes with feelings of
closeness, connection and
communication. If devices
constantly interfere with our
conversations, it undermines the ability to connect
with others – you might
miss the flicker of emotion
in your child’s eyes, the look
of exasperation in your partner, or a friend’s attempt to
share something meaningful
with you.

Sometimes my child,
There is nothing wrong
In letting solitude wash over you.
Hush and you’ll hear silence

Although, the role of social
media is meant to connect
us, but in reality, it is acting
as a barrier.

whisper into your ears.
Can you hear it?
“You alone are enough”.

Another factor that affects relationship is when
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MEET OUR NEW MEMBERS AT PCHS

Preet Kohli

Manjinder Bindra

Manjyot Kainth

Executive Office

Addictions Case Manager

Program Coordinator

Harjoban Arraich

Taranjit Singh

Ravinder Arneja

Program Coordinator, Sahara

Case Manager, Mental Health

RPN, Concurrent Disorders

Support Services

Ananya Dhoundiyal

Khadija Mohamed

Therapist

Program Coordinator, Sahara

Hamidullah Akbari
Therapist
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Support Services

Welcome to

PCHS Family
PCHS Health Magazine

by Uzma Irfan

Administrator
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PCHS

Health Magazine
punjabi community health services

PCHS stands in solidarity with those Indigenous Children found in an unmarked mass grave at
Kamloops Residential School

www.pchs4u.com

